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Completely Separated,
Completely Secure
The Lock-Keeper consists of three completely
separated computer systems which transmit
information in an absolutely secure manner, for
example for the following applications:
p Mail transfer
p File exchange
p Online database replication
p Secure Web-Services
p Strong Authentication
The complete physical separation of network
connections ensures a controlled data exchange.
It is impossible to wrongly configure the system
in such a way that an accidental network connection is established, and it is equally impossible for any attacker to penetrate the secure
network from the outside.
Due to this physical separation the Lock-Keeper
automatically prevents all known and even
unknown forms of online attacks: spyware,
backdoors, attacks on the protocol level (such
as TCP sequence number attacks), tunneling,
message encapsulating, tiny fragment attacks,
or overlapping fragment attacks and more.
Flexible Architecture
The principle of physical separation cannot be
weakened or circumvented in any way. Nevertheless, the Lock-Keeper can be customized;
its modular design allows for the integration of
additional applications into the system, such as
data filter, antivirus protection, authentication,
and more.
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The functionality of the Lock-Keeper is as
simple as a sluice, and just as effective. Its
principle is based on three steps:
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The Lock-Keeper, together with other

p Laws or certain regulations require the

security measures, forms the basis for a

physical separation of network segments.

thoroughly protected IT infrastructure.

This can easily be implemented with the

The selected scenarios below illustrate

Lock-Keeper.
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the effectiveness of the Lock-Keeper.
p The transfer of data between two net
p A network segment, or an application

work segments should be controlled

therein, needs to be protected. It does

according to predefined criteria. The

not need any external online connections,

Lock-Keeper ensures that certain data is

but requires a controlled interface for

not able to leave the secure area.

outbound communication.
p Integrity and confidentiality of data
p It should only be possible to transfer data

protection or protocols (backups, log files)

in one direction, for example outbound,

should be transparent to third parties.

when connecting a network segment. For

The Lock-Keeper makes this possible.

this purpose you create a ”one-way street”
with the Lock-Keeper. Data transferred in
the opposite direction will be blocked.

p You intend to implement a four-eye
principle for transfer authorizations into a

The Perfect Addition
to a Firewall

Lock-Keeper is hardware-implemented and cannot be affected by
software. It is therefore immune to any kind of online manipulation.
The administrative effort associated with the Lock-Keeper is

Nowadays, IT administrators usually

minimal. Vulnerabilities caused by configuration errors, a wellknown

make every effort to update security

problem for example, with firewall administration, are therefore

infrastructure, such as firewalls, strong

impossible. The integration into existing IT infrastructures is as

authentication, anti-virus software, and

simple as its operating costs are low.

intrusion detection systems (IDS). Nevertheless, attackers always find new ways
to penetrate these protective barriers
without being detected. This is where the
Lock-Keeper comes into play. Because it is
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secure network segment, in combination
with digital signatures. The Lock-Keeper
will only allow the transfer of data into
the secure network segment, if two
authorized persons give their OK (e.g.
with their digital signature).
p Your company requires a high level of
security. To achieve this, using LockKeeper to integrate multiple security
solutions for creating a complex security
infrastructure might be a perfect solution.
p You want to establish an off-line archive
with special protection. Of course, many
other objectives are also imaginable. What
is your application area?

The All-Rounder for Any
IT Scenario in Your Company
Scenario:

The Mail Lock and
File Transfer

Scenario:

Online Database
Replication/
Data Backup

It was the basis for the success of the Lock-

same way in the opposite direction: Sent

Keeper technology: the mail & file lock. In

e-mails are, after having passed through the

this scenario a company connects all work-

appropriate filters, transferred to the side
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a spam filter. This way, unwanted spam

the data without the internal network ever

is blocked from the system before it ever

having an online connection. It works the
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security significantly. The scenario looks

database is protected in case of an attack.

like this: A database that is visible from

This way, external manipulations of the

the outside receives only the data that is

inner database can be prevented.

absolutely necessary. This outer database

Scenario:

Secure SOA with
physical separation

Scenario:

Securely Linking
Two Company
Networks

Service-oriented architectures are the foun-

following: A company provides Web-Services

dation of future business applications. The

hosted on an internal server, secured by

Lock-Keeper easily integrates into SOA envi-
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ronments by enabling Web-Service-based
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communication. One common scenario is the

viding security tokens. The internal server

The Lock-Keeper cannot only be used to
link two network segments of an internal

exchange confidential data thanks to the
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company network. The scenarios below are

The Lock-Keeper can, for instance, securely

possible as well:

connect two company networks, using

p Within a corporate group, a subsidiary

VPN connections which ensure that they

(maybe in another country) is connected

remain physically separated. The protective
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mechanisms mentioned earlier are equally

p Two cooperating companies can easily

effective for this scenario.
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Preventing information drain is often

additionally prevent any outbound data

The One-Way
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Unlike a firewall, which allows a port to be opened for specific applications (with all the inherent security risk), the Lock-Keeper cannot
meet the specific requirements for this kind of connections without
a specifically created transfer routine.

One Lock-Keeper, Two Types
Two different types of
Lock-Keeper are available

They share the same network interfaces but differ in their
data transfer rates.
p Single Gate: 3 computer systems
p Dual Gate: 4 computer systems

Switch Module

Switch Module
Outer

Gate

(higher throughput)

The Single Gate
The Single Gate Lock-Keeper transfers data using a single

Inner

computer acting as gate. This computer exchanges data with
either the inner or the outer network segment.

Outer

Gate

Inner

Gate1

The Dual Gate
The Dual Gate Lock-Keeper uses two lock computers functioning as two gates.

Outer

They take turns exchanging data with either network segment while a hardGate1

Switch Module
Outer

Inner

ware switch guarantees, that at no point in time an online connection exists
between the network segments. The Dual Gate Lock-Keeper architecture leads
to a significantly better performance in comparison

Gate2
Inner

Switch Module
Gate2

Redundant Operation

Sensitive infrastructure requires an especially high level of reliability. For such
environments the Lock-Keeper can be configured for redundant operation at any
time. Parallel operation as well as cold standby can be implemented.

Scalability Options

The Lock-Keeper is equipped with three independent computer systems.
This makes it highly flexible. It can be customized and scaled to meet
different requirements.

Conclusion

More protection for data transfers? The Lock-Keeper offers just that. Thanks to
its patented system, designed to act like a sluice, it prevents online connections
between an internal network and an external one. Combined with a firewall, the
Lock-Keeper provides the most effective protection against online attacks for
the networks of companies, organizations, and government agencies.
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